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A Markov model is developed for the U.S. Navy Unrestricted
Line Officer promotion process. The Transition Matrix
is derived from historical promotion and attrition data.
The model is based on seniority, this being the funda-
mental measurable qualification for promotion. The model
is tested using data on Lieutenant Commander movement in
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I. INTRODUCTION
The promotion process for officers of the U.S. Navy
includes three major elements; namely eligibility, select-
ion and promotion. Each of these elements is controlled
by various laws, regulations and administrative procedures.
The officer component is generally a strict hierarchical
organisation, with a pyramid type structure, in which all
who enter cannot reach the top. According to Ref. 5, each
officer does however, have the same opportunity for promotion
as his contemporaries.
This opportunity for promotion is a function of three
important variables. These are the prescribed number,
the promotion flow point, and the promotion opportunity
(otherwise called selection rate, selection percentage or
line fraction). These three variables are explained in
detail in Chapter II.
At least once per year, the Secretary of the Navy pre-
scribes the number of officers who may serve in each grade,
and vacancies occur whenever the actual number of officers
serving in a grade falls below the prescribed number. The
number of officers to be promoted each year is determined
from known and expected vacancies for that year.
Selection boards, composed of senior officers of experience,
maturity and varied backgrounds, are convened by the Secretary
8

of the Navy in each fiscal year. The selection board considers
all officers eligible for promotion to a given grade. The
board evaluates each officer's record, by considering his
professional background, the responsibilities he has carried,
and his marks on fitness reports. The officers selected
by the board for promotion, are those considered "best fitted"
for promotion. The majority of selectees come from a pro-
motion zone, while a relatively small number may come from
other eligible officers above and below the promotion zone.
The promotion process appears to have well defined operating
rules, but it is, nevertheless, a complex process with some
factors being difficult to incorporate in a model.
This thesis attempts to develop a predictive model of
the promotion process for U.S. Navy unrestricted line officers,
based on seniority, which is a fundamental factor in the
process. This apparently logical approach is unsuccessful,
because of unstable behaviour in the promotion process during
the period in which the historical data was collected.

II. THE USN URL OFFICER PROMOTION PROCESS
A. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE URL (UNRESTRICTED LINE)
The officer component of the USN is, in general, a strict
hierarchical organisation. Members of the organisation,
except for a few specialist professions, enter the organ-
isation as Ensigns or Lieutenants (Junior Grade), and move-
ment from these grades and subsequent grades takes place
through promotion and attrition.
1. Numerical Classif actions
These grades are numerically classified, and those
classifications used in this document are as follows:
a. Lieutenant 0-3




Each officer in the organisation has a designator
which relates to his profession or specialty within the
Navy. This thesis is concerned with Unrestricted Line (URL)
officers including:
a. surface warfare officers (designator 1110)
b. submariners ( " 1120)
c. pilots ( " 1310)
d. naval flight officer ( " 1320)
10

B. PROMOTION, SELECTION, AND ELIGIBILITY
Promotion is based on length of service in grade which
is referred to as seniority. Seniority is measured from
an officer's Date of Rank (DOR). The DOR is normally the
first day of the month in which promotion occurs. The
minimum seniority for eligibility for promotion (denoted
by e) is indicated in the following table:
TABLE I PROMOTION ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA







Officers who are to be promoted in a given year are
selected by a selection board which is convened at the
beginning of that year. Officers considered by the
selection board are those who will be eligible for
promotion (in the terms stated above) in the year
following the meeting of the selection board, excluding
those who have been considered twice before and not selected
by selection boards.
The actual promotion date of a selected officer occurs
when a vacancy exists or when the officer becomes eligible,
11

whichever is later. Therefore, actual promotion of selected
officers occurs in order of seniority, and should occur
in the year following the selection board if predicted
vacancies were accurate. The most junior selectee will
normally be promoted one year after he is selected.
It is important to differentiate between selection and
promotion.
This document is concerned with both selection and pro-
motion. Promotion is a continuous process which occurs
throughout the year and directly affects the structure and
costs of the organisation. The selection process takes
a relatively short time each year and lasts for as long
as the selection board is convened. During this short
period each year, an officer is classified as "In Zone",
"Below Zone", or "Above Zone" (see explanations below).
The selection process has essentially no direct effect on
the structure ^of the organisation. It merely triggers
the promotion process.
C. VACANCIES AND PRESCRIBED NUMBERS
There is a prescribed number of officers in each grade
that may be authorized at any time. The prescribed number
in each grade is calculated as a percentage of the total
enlisted personnel in the Navy. The percentages for each
grade are in accordance with resolution 5503 of the House
of Representatives of the United States.
12

The number of vacancies in a given grade which will
be created during the year following the meeting of the
selection board is estimated from historical data on promotion
and attrition. The immediate aim of the promotion process
is to fill vacancies and thereby maintain the prescribed
number in each grade. Minor variations in the promotion
process for different officer grades are mentioned below.
These variations relate to circumstances which follow when
an officer fails to be selected after twice being considered
for promotion.
D. PROMOTION OPPORTUNITY AND THE PROMOTION ZONES
Prior to each selection board, the Secretary of the
Navy declares a promotion opportunity as a percentage. The
promotion opportunity applies to all promotions except to
Flag ranks and to Lieutenant (Junior Grade) where promotion
occurs after 24 months of satisfactory service as an Ensign.
The promotion opportunity allows the promotion zone
to be determined from the relationship:








"' No. Officers in the Promotion Zone
According to results published by the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (DCNO) Manpower, Personnel
and Training (MPT), at the 1980 Commander selection board
meeting, 757 URL Lieutenant Commanders were to be selected.
The promotion opportunity was declared as 80%.
13

The Number of Officers in the Promotion Zone was there-
fore 757 + .80 = 946.
The promotion zone then consisted of the first 946
Lieutenant Commanders on the seniority list who had not
previously been considered for promotion.
There were however, 4900 Lieutenant Commanders eligible
for selection. Those eligible personnel who were not part
of the promotion zone were either in the "below zone" or
the "above zone".
The above zone includes those who have been in the pro-
motion zone once previously, but who were not selected.
Failure to be selected from the above zone normally eliminates
any further opportunity for promotion. Regular Lieutenants
and Lieutenants (Junior Grade) who twice fail selection
to the next higher grade are discharged. Lieutenant
Commanders, Commanders and Captains who twice fail
selection may continue to serve without further opportunity
for promotion, but they must retire on completion of 20,
26 and 30 years of total commissioned service respectively.
The below zone includes those officers who are eligible
for selection but whose position on the seniority list is
not high enough to place them in the promotion zone. The
junior "below zone" officer has a seniority of e-1 years
at the time the selection board meets.
14

The junior "in zone" officer has a seniority of a years
at the time the selection board meets. The value of a
depends on the promotion opportunity. Note that a ^ e-1.
The senior "in zone" officer has a seniority of b years
at the time the selection board meets. In a given year,
the value of b is 1 year greater than the value of a for
the previous year.
The senior "above zone" officer has a seniority of c
years at the time the selection board meets. In a given
year the value of £ is 1 year greater than b for the previous
year.
According to the results reported by the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations after the 1980 Commander
selection boards, up to 5% of all selectees could have come
from below the zone (i.e., a maximum of 0.05 x 757 = 38).
In actual fact, the board selected 39 Lieutenant Commanders
from below the zone. There was no limit on the number who
could be selected from above zone. The selection and pro-
motion policy relating to the "below zone" and "above zone"
varies from year to year at the discretion of the Secretary
of the Navy.
Promotion Opportunity, as explained below, is apparently
a paradox, because the size of the promotion zone is inversely
proportional to the magnitude of the promotion opportunity.
This means that for a given number of vacancies and therefore
15

for a given number of selectees, an increase in promotion
opportunity is equivalent to a reduction in the number of
officers placed in the promotion zone. Therefore, an
officer of relatively low seniority is less likely to be
put in the promotion zone and as a result his actual promotion
opportunity diminishes.
E. FLOW POINT
The flow point for a particular promotion is the number
of years of commissioned service normally completed by
proraotees. Most documents on the promotion process use
the flow point as a significant factor. However, flow
point is not directly considered in this thesis because
it is considered as merely a characteristic of the promotion
process which is primarily based on seniority.
16

III. MODELLING THE USN URL PROMOTION PROCESS
A. SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE MODEL
The promotion process is complicated by the existence
of the 3 zones which classify officers eligible for selection.
A model of the process needs to also account for the fact
that certain aspects of promotion policy change. The most
significant of these variable aspects is, of course, the pro-
motion opportunity. Other variable aspects include the
percentage of vacancies allowed to be filled from above the
zone and below the zone.
It is clear that loss and promotion probabilities are
not constant and the same for all officers. It is also
clear that the process does not strictly follow the
Markovian assumption, explained in Section 4.2 of Reference
1, that future events are independent of past events wheh
conditioned on the present state. The process is more
closely related to a renewal process where promotions are
prompted by vacancies. Vacancies are however, grade specific
only, and cannot be described in terms of seniority.
B. MODELLING THE PROCESS USING ZONE-SPECIFIC STATES
Typical results from a selection board meeting are shown
on Table 2 below. These results are taken from information
17

reported by the Office of the DCNO (MPT) after the 1980
Commander selection board meeting. The information relates
to both unrestricted and restricted line officers.
TABLE II 1980 COMMANDER SELECT IONS


















* These totals were not included in the results reported
by the DCNO (MPT). They have been derived from information
contained in "Navy Times" issue of May 21, 1979.
The percentage of selectees who come from above the zone
and below the zone is significantly smaller than the percentage
who come from within the zone. In fact a model which ignores
both "above-zone" and "below-zone" could be quite useful in
view of the low proportion of selectees from outside the
zone.
A model currently being used by the Navy [Ref. 8] ignores
any selections from above the zone and assumes that "deep"
selections are made only up to 1 year below the zone, i.e.,
the model assumes that the junior below zone or junior
eligible has a seniority which is no less than 1 year behind
the junior in zone.
18

A segment of a transition matrix which could be used in
a Markov Model to describe the process for promotion through
several grades is shown in Table III. For each grade, the
states of the Markov Model are the promotion zone, the
above and below zone, and the two states of ineligibility
outside the zones.
The time at which this Markov Model would be observed,
is at successive selection board meetings, (i.e., at one
year intervals). In Table III, the row and column dimensions
are not the same, but the matrix for all grades would have
equal row and column dimensions, and could therefore, be
termed a Markov matrix of transition rates.
The alphabetical characters included in Table III are
positioned where actual non-zero transition probability values
may occur. With the attrition column vector included, all
row sums are 1.
A major problem in using the approach depicted in Table
III is that the upper and lower limits of the "in zone"
and the "above zone" are variable from one year to the next
(i.e., the values of a, b and c are variable). This problem
exists because of the variability of promotion opportunity
as explained in Chapter II, and the variation in vacancies
to be filled from one year to the next. At the time of
each selection board meeting, the stocks in each state







































































































until the promotion opportunity and the vacancies become
known. Although the stock vector at the time the selection
board meets is known in terms of seniority, the stock vector
in terms of the states shown in Table III (in particular
in the promotion zone) is not known.
This means that a predictive model based on the zones
cannot be built unless we assume constant promotion opportunity
and constant vacancies and a beginning stock vector which is
representative of several typical years in terms of the con-
tent of the various states of the model.
C. A MODEL USING SENIORITY SPECIFIC RATES
It seems then, that a suitable approach which incorporates
the variability of promotion zone limits would be one adapted
from a "Length of Service" model. Table IV shows a segment
of the transition matrix which could be used in a Markov
Model to describe the process for promotion through several
grades. The matrix accounts for officers according to
seniority within each grade.
The alphabetical characters in Table IV are included
where non-zero probability figures are possible.
Adaption of such a "Length of Service" model for the
USN Officer promotion process is particularly appropriate
because of the natural association between promotion prob-





















































































































































With a model based on seniority, manpower planners may
superimpose the upper and lower extremities of the promotion
zone on the seniority scale for each grade. Different
values of a and b could be applied in using the model as an
analytical tool, and in testing different values of promotion
opportunity which may be set for each selection board meeting.
Similarly, the model could be used in determining suitable
values of promotion opportunity for selection boards to
produce the required number of selectees.
With the attrition column vector included, row sums
in Table IV are all 1, and each row has 3 possible entries.
For example, an officer in grade i with seniority t (in years)
at the time a selection board meets, will, 1 year later, be
either:
(1) in grade i with seniority t + 1; or
(2) in grade i + 1 with seniority 1 year; or
(3) out of the organisation.
D. ACCOUNTING INTERVAL AND TRANSITION INTERVAL
It may be preferable for manpower analysts to select
different seniority accounting intervals, and transition
intervals. Table IV depicts a situation where the account-
ing interval and the transition interval are the same. This
is apparent because the entries for those who stay in the same
grade during a transition are positioned 1 column to the
right of the main diagonal. This means that during a
23

transition, they advance to the next interval of seniority.
If the accounting interval is less than the transition inter-
val, then entries for those who stay in the same grade during
a transition will be positioned further to the right of the
main diagonal. In fact, with a 12 month transition interval
and a 3 month accounting interval the entry for those who
stay in the same rank during a transition will be 4 columns
to the right of the main diagonal.
Similarly officers who are promoted during the 12 month
transition interval from 1 particular three month interval
of seniority, have a possibility of moving into any of the
first 4 seniority intervals in their new rank depending on
when the promotion actually occurs.
In the model developed in the following two chapters,
the accounting interval will be variable. This situation
complicates the transition matrix in a way which is best




IV. A SENIORITY SPECIFIC MARKOV MODEL FOR THE
PROMOTION PROCESS FROM THE
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER GRADE
A. THE SOURCE OF HISTORICAL DATA
In the remaining chapters, an adapted length of service
model is developed for the Lieutenant Commander grade.
Data suitable for developing and testing the model has
been extracted from the Officer Master Files of the Naval
Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC), San Diego,
on all officers who have served between 1953 and December,
1979. Within each officer's record, his promotion and
attrition history (if applicable) is recorded in terms of
the actual date of promotion and/or attrition.
From this historical data on promotion and attrition,
6 years worth of statistics on Lieutenant Commanders have
been compiled and presented in Tables V through X.
B. A SUMMARY OF PROMOTION AND ATTRITION STATISTICS 1973-78
Each of Tables V through X is a summary of movements of
Lieutenant Commanders in the 12 months commencing June 1 of
each year.
The seniority scale for each table has a variable inter-
val which has been selected to allow the promotion and
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The first row of entries applies to those Lieutenant
Commanders who had between zero and 48 months of seniority
at the beginning of the year. The accounting interval used
from 48 to 120 months is consistently 3 months. All entries
applying to Lieutenant Commanders with more than 120 months
of seniority at the beginning of the year are grouped together.
By way of further explanation, the column labelled
"No. Staying" includes those Lieutenant Commanders who
stayed for the full year commencing June 1. The fractions
shown in the column labelled "No. and Fraction Promoted" are
the fractions of total promotees for each year, who come
from the corresponding seniority interval.
The average seniority of promotees shown below each
table is determined from the formula;
Average seniority of promotees =
5^^-C(# promotees in ith seniority interval )x(mean of i^h seniority interval)]
Total # promotees
In Table XI, data from the period 1973-78 are combined into a
table which shows the probability distribution of staying
in grade, being promoted or attriting, over the seniority
intervals. In other words, this table contains the average
seniority distribution of the movements of Lieutenant Commanders
over the period 1973-78.
The formula used in constructing this table is given
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Pi = Probability of promotion in = [I x^(t)]/[J[ I x^(t)]
the i'tii seniority interval t t i
where x^Ct) = No. of promotees who were in the 1'^^ seniority
interval at the beginning of year t.
The columns labelled "Proportion Staying" and "Proportion
Attriting" are derived in a similar way. All column sums
in Table XI should be 1 except for rounding errors.
Examination of Table XI suggests that the promotion zone
lies between 66 and 93 months of seniority. Any of the
promotion probabilities within this range of seniority are
too large to occur outside of the promotion zone and those
outside of this range are too small to be included as part
of the normal promotion process.
C. PROMOTION, ATTRITION AND STAYING RATES DERIVED
If the stocks used in a model are accounted for in terms
of seniority, then it is necessary for the rates of promotion,
attrition and staying in grade to relate to each seniority
accounting interval. For each separate year, the rates
are derived as follows:
Let
n^Ct) = No. in seniority interval i at beginning of year t
s^Ct) = No. in seniority interval i at beginning of year t
who stay in grade during year t
a^Ct) = No. in seniority interval i at beginning of year t




Xj^Ct) = No. of promotees during year t who were in seniority
interval i at beginning of year t
Then n-^Ct) = s-^Ct) + a-j^Ct) + Xj_(t).
The rates of promotion during year t, for individuals who
are in the i^^ seniority interval at the beginning of the
year, may be computed as the ratio:
„ ^^.N _ x-i (t
)
The rates of staying in grade during year t, and the rates
of attrition during year t, may be similarly computed as
the ratios of s^Ct) to ni(t) and ai(t) to nj^(t) respectively.
If these ratios are reasonably stable over the years
for which data is available, it is then acceptable to estimate
from such data, a common (or average) rate of promotion during
any year by the formula:
. li^i(t)
p = -fQP ^^-^ seniority intervals i.
liHiCt)
The average rate of attritions from each seniority
interval and the average rate of staying in grade during
the year, may be estimated in a similar manner to that
shown above for the average promotion rate. Such average
rates are presented in Tables XII, XIII and XIV, where each
table is derived from a different sequence of years.
The rates of promotion, attrition and staying in grade,
may then be used in a Markov Model, where the inherent
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identical probabilities which do not vary over time. If
this assumption is sufficiently realistic for the promotion
process, then a Markov Model of the promotion process, based
on seniority could be built. Such a model could then serve
as the basis for featuring the promotion zone in terms of
the fixed months of seniority for each year.
The rates presented in Table XII should be particularly
representative of the staying, promotion and attrition pro-
cesses (and therefore particularly suitable for a Markov
Model) because they are based on 6 years of data.
As discussed in Chapter 7 of Ref. 1, the transition
rates (rates of promotion, attrition and staying in grade)
are said to be stationary, in a stable process. In an
unstable process, where the rates of promotion, attrition
and staying in grade do not follow the assumptions of
stationarity , transition rates derived from historical
data will not reflect the actual movement of personnel in
the system.
The variation in the total number of promotees shown in
Tables V through X gives no clear indication as to instability
in the promotion process. The variation in the average
seniority of promotees gives some idea of the instability
in the process. An even more meaningful indication as to
the degree of instability in the promotion process, is
obtained through a comparison of the promotion rates shown
39

in Tables XII, XIII and XIV. These Tables are based on
different sequences of years, but with a stable process,
there should be reasonable similarity between the rates for
most accounting intervals.
The real test that derived transition rates are a
reasonable representation of the real behaviour of the
system, is to apply the rates in a Markov Model, and to
compare the results predicted by the model with actual data
for the same years.
D. DEVELOPMENT OF A TRANSITION MATRIX FROM PROMOTION,
ATTRITION, AND STAYING RATES
Table XV is an example of the Transition Matrix adapted
from a preceeding Rate Table (Table XIII) for years 1975,
76, 77. In developing the Transition Matrix from the Rate
Table, several empirical assumptions have been made.
1. In determining the element in the left upper corner
(the probability of staying in the 0-48 month seniority
group during a transition) the distribution of individ-
uals has been assumed to be uniform through all 3
month accounting intervals between and 48 months.
The element in the upper left corner is therefore
assumed to be 36/48 x 0.98 = 0.74, where 0.98 is
the probability that individuals in the 0-48 month
seniority interval will neither attrit nor be pro-
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third, fourth and fifth elements of the first row
(the probabilities of individuals in seniority
interval 0-48 months at the beginning of the year
moving into the 4 respective 3 month accounting
intervals between 48 and 60 months during the year)
are therefore each 3/48 x 0.98 = 0.06.
2. The elements in columns 27, 28, 29 and 30 of any
row of the Transition Matrix are the probabilities
of being promoted into the 0-3 month, 3-6 month,
6-9 month and 9-12 month seniority intervals of
Commander grade respectively.
The assumption here is that the actual dates of
promotion for all promotees are distributed uniformly
throughout the year. For example, the element in
column 28 of any row is the probability of an officer
being promoted in the third quarter of the year,
so that the officer will be in the 3-6 month
seniority group of the next grade at the beginning
of the next year. As a result of this assumption,
for a given row, each of the four transition prob-
abilities in columns 27, 28, 29 and 30 will be one
quarter of the promotion rate for that row. For
example, the promotion rate for the 69-72 month
seniority interval in Table XIII is 0.20.
Consequently, in the Transition Matrix (Table XV),
the four promotion probabilities in row 9 are each 0.05,
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The non-zero elements in columns 6 through 26, and the
attrition rates in column 31 are taken directly from the
rate table.
There is apparent inconsistency in accounting for the
first 12 months of Commander grade in terms of 3 monthly
intervals, whereas the first 48 months of Lieutenant Commander
grade was accounted for in one group. This has been done
to show how the analyst may adapt the length of service
model to fit variations in the seniority accounting inter-
val from one grade to another.
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V. RESULTS OF A MODEL VALIDATION TEST
A. MODEL VALIDATION
A test to validate the model was conducted by "predicting"
stocks for later years using the equation repeatedly:
n(t+l) = n(t) M + r(t)
where
n(t) is the row vector of stocks in each seniority
interval at the beginning of year t;
M is the transition matrix of the type shown in Table XV,
and
r(t) is the row vector of accessions in each seniority
interval during year t.
The results of the validation test are presented in Tables
XVI-A and XVI-B. The transition matrix was derived from data
for years 1975-77 and Lieutenant Commander stocks in June,
1975 have been used as the beginning stock vector, n(1975).
The tables include a comparison between stocks predicted
by the model and actual known stocks.
In each case, the accession vector r(t) consisted of
only one non-zero component, namely the first one, representing
promotions from the Lieutenant grade to the 0-48 month account-
ing interval (of the Lieutenant Commander grade). Up to
the year commencing June 78, the accessions are the actual
value derived from the historical data. Beyond that year,
the accessions used in the predicted stock vector, are the
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average accessions from the years which were used to derive
the table of rates.
For example, in Table XVI-B, the accessions applied from
1979 onwards are the average of 1975-77. The approach
used here was to run the model through the same years from
which the transition matrix was derived (1975-77) and then
for 1978 (for which actual data is also known) through to
1982.
Table XVI-A shows a significant difference between pre-
dicted and actual numbers of promotees in all of the first
four years except 1975. At first it appears that the
discrepancies have occurred as a result of the assiomption of
uniform distribution of officers in the 0-48 month seniority
group. This could be based on the fact that the major differ-
ences between the predicted and actual stock vectors clearly
occur in the accounting intervals which contain individuals
who were in the 0-48 month seniority group of the initial
stock vector of 1975.
Closer examination shows, however, that this is not the
significant source of discrepancy. Take, for example, the
year 1976 when the predicted number of promotees exceeded the
actual number by 199. The beginning stock vector used in the
model for 1976 is the same as the stock vector predicted for
the end of 1975. In this stock vector, those individuals
who were in the 0-48 month seniority group at the beginning
of 1975, are contained only in the seniority intervals between
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However, Table XIII (as well as Table VIII) shows that
within this 48-60 month seniority group, a negligible number
of promotees (1% of the 57-60 month seniority group) are
promoted in the model. It is therefore obvious that the
discrepancy in 1976 has not been affected by the above-
mentioned, assumption because 1% of that seniority group
accounts for only one individual, while the discrepancy is
199.
B. PROBLEMS AND CAUSES
The major cause of the discrepancy between actual and
predicted values can be found in the historical data tab-
ulated in Tables V - X. The following summary data has
been extracted from Tables VII and VIII to illustrate the
real source of trouble.
TABLE XVII EXTRACT FROM PROMOTION AND
ATTRITION DATA 1975/76
1975 1976
SENIORITY NO. NO. NO. NO. NO. NO.
(MONTHS) STAYING PROMOTED ATTRITED TOTAL STAYING PROMOTED ATTRITED TOTAL
48
443 8 451 263 2 2 267
60
1490 302 14 1806 432 11 443
72




The numbers shown above are divided into 12 monthly
accounting intervals for the ease of explanation. The
entries in the Total column for 1975 would form a portion
of the actual beginning stock vector for 1975 if a 12 monthly
accounting interval were used. Similarly, the Total column
for 1976 forms a portion of the actual beginning stock
vector for 1976. The variation in numbers from one year
to the next for a given seniority interval is obvious. The
variation in the numbers for successive seniority intervals
in the same year is also obvious.
This is an extreme example. A 12 month accounting
interval is selected here because outputs from Naval Officer
Training Institutions occur at least once every 12 months.
According to Reference 4, the annual output from the U.S.
Naval Academy is kept reasonably constant, as is the output
from the NROTC program. The OCS (Officer Cadet School)
output is, however, quite variable on certain occasions,
to meet a particular need. This was apparently the case
with the group who were Lieutenant Commanders in the 60-72
month seniority group (in particular the 69-72 month seniority
group) in 1975.
Erratic variations in the seniority distribution such
as that illustrated above, have a significant effect on
promotion rates which may be used by manpower planners,
because "bulges" such as that illustrated cannot be passed
through the grade structure.
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Consequently, the extreme variations have an effect on
rate tables derived from the historical data. This implies
that a Markovian model with constant transition rates esti-
mated from historical data which involves cohorts of widely
varying sizes passing through the promotion zone, will result
in inaccurate predictions as shown in Table XVI-A.
The evidence suggests that the USN URL promotion process
is dependent on several factors, the basic one being
seniority, but another important factor being the size
of accessions.
A Markov model with fixed transition rates assumes that
the promotion process is not time dependent. The results
displayed in Table XVI-A show that this assumption is in-
valid in an organisation where cohort sizes are significantly
varied, and where, as a consequence, the promotion process
is deliberately managed to meet the varying requirements
of the next higher grade.
The difference between the actual and predicted numbers
of attritions and those staying in grade, has been less
significant than the difference between actual and predicted
numbers of promotees. This is due to the fact that:
(1) The numbers staying in grade and attriting are
larger than the numbers being promoted. In the
notation introduced in Section C of Chapter III
Si(t) and a-j^Ct) are significantly larger when com-
pared with n^Ct), than x^Ct) is.
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(2) Both the attrition rate and the rate of staying in
grade are relatively constant , because they are each
driven by natural factors, whereas the promotion rates




VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. UNSUITABLE ASPECTS OF THE MODEL
1. If the structure of the Lieutenant Commander group
during the period 1973-79 is typical of the Unrestricted Line
Officer group, then a Markov model based on seniority is
not appropriate, because the assumptions that individuals
move through the system independent of each other with
identical probabilities which do not vary over time, are not
sufficiently realistic.
2. Instability in the size of cohorts, forces manpower
managers to use non-stationary promotion rates in the system,
to avoid instability in cohort sizes in more senior grades.
If a Markov model is to be used to manage the promotion process,
then non-stationary rates should also be used, but they are
unsuitable for a model with small accounting intervals,
and with a large number of states.
3. Small seniority accounting intervals, such as the
3 month interval used in this model, are necessary if such
a model is to be used for manpower planning purposes. How-
ever, the statistics used in this study show that homogeneous
subsystems are not clearly evident with an accounting inter-
val of less than one year. An accounting interval in excess
of one year would probably give unacceptable results in a
length of service model with the type of cohort variation
found in this thesis.
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4. While a Markov model usually gives better results
for fewer groups, the sizes of the groups, and their transition
rates must follow a reasonably regular pattern for a Markov
model to be useful. Such regularity is more likely to occur
with large seniority groups, although in the present model,
even that was not the case.
B. POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
1. The URL Officer Promotion Process may be more
successfully incorporated in a vacancy model which is not
directly dependent on the distribution of seniority within
each grade, but is dependent on attrition and promotion rates,
and therefore on the rate of creation of vacancies. The
existence of an unstable cohort size distribution does,
however, imply that vacancy distribution in the past, has
also been unstable. Instability in cohort sizes can be
logically traced back to instability in the number of accessions
(primarily in the lowest grade). This means that there has
also been instability in the number of vacancies, because
accessions in any grade should equal vacancies. In summary,
nonstationary behaviour in the rate of accessions will mean
nonstationary behaviour in the creation of vacancies, and
will therefore give problems in a vacancy model.
2. Any further research should concentrate on modelling
the actual 'control' which is applied to the promotion
process in dealing with variations in cohort sizes.
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It seems that a successful promotion process model also
needs to concentrate more closely on the selection process.
For the selection process, the data used in this thesis
is unsuitable. Instead, historical selection board data





C THIS PROGRAM EXTRACTS PROMOTION AND ATTRITION DATA
C FROM MASTER TAPES- THEN URITES THAT DATA ON TO
C A NEW TAPE (NPS51S)*
C
C
C PA AND PB ARE PROMOTION DATES REDUCED TO MONTHS WRT A DATUM*
C PINT(I) IS TIME IN RANK I BEFORE PROMOTION (MONTHS)
C PINTOT(IrK) IS TOTAL NO. WHO SPENT EXACTLY K MONTHS IN RANK I*
C PY<I) IS YEAR OF PROMOTION TO RANK I»
C PM(I) IS MONTH OF PROMOTION TO RANK I.
C PPATK(IrK) IS PROB OF PROMOTION FROM RANK I AT K MONTHS SENIORITY
C
INTEGER PY(7)y PM(7)f PA » PBf PINT<6)r PINT0T(6 . 150)
r
* ATT» DESIG
DIMENSION PPATKOf 150)» NRANK<5)r NWASTE(150)r











999 FORMAT( '::::::::: 'f 15)
WRITE<6f999)I
WRITE<6f999)K
2 READ(8»100rEND=l) GP^ DESIG ^LDYrLDMr ACBD» <(PY<I)r PMC I ) ) r 1=2^ 7)
100 F0RMAT(63XfAlrl9Xf I4r21X?2I2yl52Xf I6rl98Xy6(I2rI2f2X)r
*232X f 250X f 250X » 250X ? 1 SOX
)
IF(DESIG»EQ.1110 . OR DESIG EQ* 1 120 .OR* DESIG .EQ. 1310 .OR.
*DESIG.EQ*1320 ) GO TO 3
WRITE(6y999)DESIG
GO TO 2




101 F0RMAT<lXfAl»lXd4f lXi.I2f '/' d2dX» 16 f 6< IXf I2f '/ ' r 12 ) )
104 F0RMAT<AlrI4»I2rI2rI6r6(I2f 12))
4 WRITE <2» 104) GP » DESIG rLDY rLDM^ACBD? ( (PY( I
)
tPM( I ) ) d=2r 7
)
WRI TE < 6 » 1 01 ) GP f DES IG f LDY » LDM > ACBD f ( ( P Y ( I ) f PM ( I ) ) r 1=2 r 7
)
C CALC ATTRIT TIME FOR THOSE NE^^ER PROMOTED FROM LCDR(4)




41 ATT = ((LDY - PY(4))* 12) + (LDM - PM(4))
K=0
6 K=K+1
IF(ATT,GT»K) GO TO 6
NWASTE(K) = NWASTE(K) + 1
5 PA = (PY(4) * 12) + PM(4)
PB = (PY(5) * 12) + PM(5)
PINT(4) = PB - PA
K =
8 K = K + 1
IF( PINT<4) LE. K ) GO TO 7
NSTAY(K) = NSTAYCK) + 1
GO TO 8
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THIS PROGRAM EXTRACTS SPECIFIC PROMOTION AMD ATTRITION
DATA FROM TAPE NPS518 IN ORDER TO PRODUCE STATISTICS
FOR LCDR TRANSITIONS DURING SELECTED YEARS
THESE STATISTICS ARE THEN USED TO DEVELOP AND TEST
A MODEL*
PA AND PB ARE PROMOTION DATES REDUCED TO MONTHS WRT A DATUM.
PINT(I) IS TIME IN RANK I BEFORE PROMOTION (MONTHS)
PINTOTdfK) IS TOTAL NO. WHO SPENT EXACTLY K MONTHS IN RANK I.
PY(I) IS YEAR OF PROMOTION TO RANK I.
PM(I) IS MONTH OF PROMOTION TO RANK I.
PPATK(I»K) IS PROB OF PROMOTION FROM RANK I AT K MONTHS SENIORITY
INTEGER PY(7)f PM(7)f PAf PB» PINT(6)f PINTOT ( 6 » 150 )
r
* ATT» DESIGf PTlr PT2f TPROM^ TSTAYr TWASTE
DIMENSION PPATKOf 150) r NRANK(5)f NWASTE(150)f



















560 FORMATdHOrllXr 'JUNE 19'rI2T'
561 FORMAT <1 HO rl2Xf 'SENIORITY
562 F0RMAT(13X» '(MONTHS) STAYING
555 FORMAT (20Xr3( 4Xr 16) r/f 17Xf 13)
556 F0RMAT(1H0»/.16X» '>120' r3(4Xf 16)
)











104 F0RMAT(AlrI4f I2d2rI6>6(I2f 12))
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2 READ (2rl04fEND=l) GPr DESIGf LDY r LDMr ACBD> < (PY ( I ) f PM< I )
)
PA = (PY<4) * 12) + PM<4)
PB = (PY(5) * 12) + PM<5)
ATT = (LDY * 12 ) + LDM
PTl = <LL * 12 ) + 6
PT2 = <PT1 + 12 )
PROMOTED DURING YEAR
IF< PA.LE.PTl .AND* PB.GT.PTl .AND* PB.LE.PT2 ) GO TO 100
STAYS FOR THE YEAR
IF( PA.LE.PTl .AND. PB.GT.PT2 ) GO TO 101
STAYS FOR THE YEAR BUT ATTRITS LATER BEFORE PROMOTION
IF( PA.LE.PTl .AND. ATT.GT.PT2 ) GO TO 101
ATTRITS DURING THE YEAR
IF( PA.LE.PTl .AND. ATT. GT. PTl .AND. ATT.LE.PT2 ) GO TO 102
STAYS FOR THE YEAR PROMOTION AND ATTRITION DATA IS BLANK
IF< PA.LE.PTl .AND. PB.EQ.O .AND. ATT.EQ.O ) GO TO 101
GO TO 2
100 PINT(4) = PB - PA
K =
8 K = K + 1
IF ( K.EQ.121 ) GO TO 61
IF ((PTl-PA) .LE.K) GO TO 7
GO TO 8
7 PINT0T(4rK) = PINT0T<4rK) + 1
61 NPROM(K) = NPROM(K) + 1




IF ( K .EQ. 121 ) GO TO 9
IF ( (PTl- PA ) .LE. K ) GO TO 9
GO TO 10
9 NSTAY(K) = NSTAYCK) + 1




IF ( K .EQ. 121 ) GO TO 12
IF ( (PTl - PA ) .LE. K ) GO TO 12
GO TO 11
12 NWASTE(K) = NWASTE(K) + 1














M = K - 3
GO TO 53
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1 ) GO TO 56
EQ. 3 ) GO TO 53
NSTAY<KK)» NPROM(KK)y NWASTE(KK)f K
NSTAY ( KK ) f NPROM < KK ) f NWASTE ( KK
)
TSTAYf TPROMf TWASTE






C THIS PROGRAM USES HISTORICAL DATA TO DERH^E A
C TRANSITION MATRIX FOR USN LIEUTENANT COMMANDERS OF
C VARIOUS SENIORITY* THE SUBROUTINE 'FORCAS' USES THE
C TRANSITION MATRIX IN A MARKOU MODEL AND COMPARES
C MODEL PREDICTIONS WITH ACTUAL DATA,
C
C
DIMENSION K(30)f NSTAY(30)f NPR0M(30)» NWASTE(30)^ B(33r33)
INTEGER TNS<26) yTNP<26) rTNW(26)f TSTAY( 28) f TPROM< 28) f TUASTE (28
)
y
* T(100f26)?C(40f33)fHH(40y26)f NACCESdOOr TACCESf AVACEStLY(7) f
* MRATYR(28)
560 FORMAT(lHlf/r/>/r/rllXy 'JUNE 19'rI2r' LCDR TRANSITIONS AFTER 12 M'
*f 'ONTHS'
)
561 F0RMAT(lH0rl2Xf 'SENIORITY NO, NO, AND FRACTION NO,')
562 F0RMAT(13Xr ' (MONTHS) STAYING PROMOTED WASTED'*/?
*12Xf'AT BEGINNING'f/Tl4Xr 'OF YEAR')
555 FORMAT ( 20Xf 3 (4Xy 16 ) r /» 17Xr 13)
556 FORMAT(lHOr/f 16X* '>120' f 2 (4Xf 16) rF6 2f 4Xr 16)




558 FORMATdHOf 19Xr 2 (4Xf 16) »6Xr4X> 16)
601 F0RMAT(4I5)
600 F0RMATdH0r20Xf 'AVERAGE SENIORITY OF PROMOTEES ' f F5 , 0? ' MONTHS')
606 FORMAT (30Xr 3(7Xf F6, 2) f /»23Xf 14)
607 FORMAT(
*20Xr 'SENIORITY' »3(4Xf ' RATE ') f/f21Xf ' (MONTHS) ' r5X r 'STAYING'
*
*6X f ' PROMOTED ' » 6X f ' WASTED ' r /
f
*18Xt'AT BEGINNING' f/f20Xf 'OF YEAR')
608 FORMAT (IHl)
610 F0RMATdH0f22Xf '>120' »3Xf 3(7Xf F6,2) )
617 F0RMAT(lHlf/r/f/f/»30Xf ' ACCUMULATED PROBABILITIES TABLE 'f/r/?
*20Xf 'SENIORITY' f 3(4Xf 'PROPORTION' )
»
/T21Xf ' (MONTHS) ' f 5Xf 'STAYING'
»
*6X f ' PROMOTED ' * 6X r ' WASTED ' y/f
*18Xf'AT BEGINNING' T/f20X^ 'OF YEAR')
629 F0RMATdHlf/»/»/f/f30X» ' ACCUMULATED RATE TABLE FOR'f/»
*40X» 'YEARS' y6lAy/y/)
655 F0RMAT(20Xf2(4Xf 16) f F6 ,2»4Xf I6»/d7Xr 13)
812 FORMAT ilHly / y / y / y / y / y / y / y / y/ y / y 40X »' TRANSITION MATRIX')
813 FORMAT dSXr '( 'yI2r ') ' r IX r 8dX>F3,2) f ' 'f3(lXfF3,2)r
*lXf4(lX»F3,2)r2XfF3,2f/f 15XrI3)
814 F0RMAT(24Xr 'd) <2) (3) (4) <5) (6) (7) (8) <24)<25)(26) 'f
*'(27)(28)(29)(30) WASTE')
EPS=10E-05

















C IF LY(I) IS SET AT ZERO THEN YR I IS NOT USED IN DERH^ING
C THE RATE TABLE*
















DO 700 11=1 f 26
READ(5»601) KdDfNSTAYdl) r NPROM( II ) f NWASTEd I
)
A=A+NPROH (II)*<K(II)-1.5)
IF( LL.EQ,79 ) GO TO 602
C
C TN*( ) = TOTAL WHO STAY PROM WASTE IN EACH ACCOUNTING INTERVAL
C FOR ALL YEARS. USED FOR DERIVING THE TRANSITION MATRIX.
C
IF<LY(NN) .NE.LL) GO TO 602
TNS(II)=TNS(II)+NSTAY(II)
TNP (II) =TNP (II) +NPROM (II)
TNW(II)=TNW(II)+NWASTE(II)
C
C T(IYEARdl) IS STOCK OF II SENIORITY OFFRS IN lYEAR.
C WHICH LATER BECOMES INITIAL STOCK VECTOR.. .A( )....
C OR VECTOR AGAINST WHICH MODEL RESULTANT STOCK VECTOR IS COMPARED
602 T(LLrll) = NSTAY(II)+NPROM(II)+NWASTE(II)
C
700 CONTINUE
READ(5»601) TSTAY(NN)y TPROM(NN)r TWASTE(NN)
IF( NN.EQ.l ) GO TO 705
NACCES(NN-l) = TSTAY(NN) + TPROM(NN) + TWASTE(NN) - TSTAY<NN-1)
IF(LY(NN-1).NE. (LL-D) GO TO 705
TACCES = TACCES + NACCES(NN-l)
AVACES = TACCES / INYRS
705 CONTINUE
C
IF( LL.EQ.79 ) GO TO 721
61

C MT**>K* WILL BE TOTAL FOR ALL YEARS ANALYSED
C



















C IF(KK»EQ»26) GO TO 900
WRITE (6» 655) NSTAY(KK)f NPROM(KK) f FTPROM? NUASTE(KK)f K(KK)
GO TO 901
























IF<II.EQ.26) GO TO 619
WRITE(6f606) PROPSTf PROPPRf PROPWA» K(II)
753 CONTINUE



































C SET UP B MATRIX
C
IF (II,GT,1 ) GO TO 802
B(II»II) = <36,/48,) * TPS
DO 804 KD=2t5
BdlrKD) = ( 3,/48. ) t TPS
804 CONTINUE
GO TO 807
802 IF (II.GT,22) GO TO 803
B(IIrII+4) = TPS
GO TO 807
803 B< 11^26) = TPS
807 CONTINUE




IF(II.EQ,26) GO TO 609
WRITE(6>606) TPS» TPPf TPWr K(II)
703 CONTINUE






WRITE(6»813)KG» ( B<KGrM)f M=l r 8)
r















CALL FORCAS (KfHH»B»C» Tr AVACES> TSTAYt TPROMr TWASTEf NACCES)
WRITE<6f608)
STOP
SUBROUTINE FORCAS (KR f A y B f C f T » AVACES r TSTAY r TPROM r TUASTE r NACCES
)
DIMENSION B(33f33)f NACCES< 100) rKR<30 )
INTEGER A<40r26)r C(40»33)f T(100f26)f AVACESf



















WRITE (6r824) ( A ( 1 » J ) » J=l tK )
IF( KY,GT»0 ) GO TO 19
WRITE <6»35)
WRITE (6t3S)
DO 21 1=1 rK










IF(B(N»J).LT»EPS) GO TO 10
IF ( X.LT*EPS ) GO TO 10









KPS(KY)= KPS(KY) + C(KY»J)
17 CONTINUE
DO 18 J=28f31
KPP(KY) = KPP(KY) + C(KY»J)
18 CONTINUE
WRITE <6r824)(C<KYrJ)r J=lfM)
C ADD ACCESSIONS TO NEW STOCK VECTOR
IF<KYY(KY)»GT*79) NACCES<KY) = AVACES
C(KYfl) =C(KYfl) + NACCES(KY)
C
C A<«f ) BECOMES NEW STOCK VECTOR.








M= NTIMEl - 4
DO 840 MM=1?10
«= M + 4
N = M + 3
IF ( M,EQ.(NTIME2 + D) GO TO 841
IF( N.GT»NTIME2 ) N = NTIHE2





844 WRITE(6y845) ( <C(KYr J ) r T<KYY< KY) r J) ) »KY=M»N) rKR( J)
WRITE(6»38)
WRITE(6»849) (NACCES<KY) rKY=h»N)
WRITE(6»846) ( (KPS<KY ) y TSTAY (KY ) ) »KY=MrN)
WRITE(6^S47) ( (KPP<KY) fTPROM(KY) )fKY=MrN)
WRITE<6r848) ( ( C(KY» 33 ) r TWASTE (KY) ) f KY=«f N)
URITE <6t38)
IF< N»EQ»NTIME2 ) GO TO 841
840 CONTINUE
841 CONTINUE
842 F0RMAT(lHly/»/»/.23X» 'RESULTS OF MODEL PREDICTIONS (INCLUDING '»
'ACCESSIONS) '»/f20X> 'AT END OF 12 MONTHS COMMENCING JUNE OF'f
*' YEAR INDICATED, ' f/f/f30Xr5(I2^12X)
)
843 F0RMAT(lH0rl3X» 'SENIORITY 'r4('PRED ')»/fl4Xf
'(MONTHS) '»4(' ICTED ACTUAL '))
845 FORMAT ( 22X r 8I7r /» 16Xf 13)
846 FORMAT ( IHO^ 15X f 'STAYING 'fl0(I5f2X))
847 FORMAT ( IHOr 15Xr 'PROMOTED' f 10( 15^ 2X)
848 FORMAT ( IHO » 15X f 'WASTED 'fl0(I5r2X))
849 F0RMAT(lH0fl5Xf 'ACCESSIONS ' r 4 ( ' ( ' f 14 f ' ) ' r 8X )
)
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